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The Arabia CSR Awards celebrates its tenth anniversary in 2017. Years of hard work and unrelenting 
endeavour has led to the achievement of this milestone. It is said that non-financial performance is the 
most difficult to sustain in a difficult financial climate. However and in spite of the economic slowdown 
witnessed in the past years and their lingering effect on global economies and in particular economies in 
the Region, corporate social responsibility and sustainability have not waned in popularity in the world of 
business. In fact the government sector has also embraced sustainability and CSR as the means to live up 
to changing expectations of stakeholders. 

It has gained strategic importance in an increasingly tough and competitive world with a scramble for 
resources as people and goods travel from place to place, and market shifts force changes. As a business 
imperative the value of CSR and sustainability has been more firmly established than ever before and 
organisations in the Arab region are not far behind their counterparts in other parts of the world in the 
race to adopt sustainability as a must-have aspect of their values, culture and operations. 

The Arabia CSR Awards seeks out and recognises responsible organisations in the Middle East and North 
Africa, and brings to light their commendable efforts. We particularly salute all the organisations that have 
won in the ten cycles of the award and acknowledge their potent contributions in making sustainable 
development a priority in our Region. 

Habiba Al Mar’ashi
President & CEO, Arabia CSR Network

Foreword
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The Arabia CSR Awards originated in 2008 from a survey that was conducted by the Network to gauge 
the depth of implementation of CSR practices among organisations in the UAE. The results of the 
survey demonstrated that there was considerable progress achieved by many organisations in areas of 
environmental, social and governance and there were clear patterns of responsible behaviour. Encouraged 
by these results, the network developed a unique award initiative which combined global best practices 
with local issues. In no time the Arabia CSR Awards became the most sought accolade for organisations 
in the Arab Region. This year it has successfully completed ten long years of being the “Sustainability 
Benchmark” of the Arab region. 

The objectives of the Awards comprise of the following:

• To bring the latest international CSR and sustainability developments, trends and standards to the 
Arab world.

• To raise awareness and spread the culture of CSR and sustainability.

• To promote CSR as an essential element of a successful business model in the Arab region

• To recognise and honour organisations in the Arab region that demonstrate outstanding leadership 
and commitment to Corporate Sustainability

• To commend international organisations that are actively pursuing Corporate Sustainability in the 
Arab region

• To create a database of CSR best practice case studies from around the region

International frameworks and principles like the UN Global Compact Ten Principles, the GRI framework 
and the EFQM business excellence model provide inspiration to the highly rigorous and discernible 
criteria, which has earned the award much renown not only in the Region, but globally as well. A unique 
aspect of the award is the self-scoring provision which helps organisations benchmark themselves against 
the scores provided by the jury. The jury also offers a detailed feedback on each application, adding great 
benefits to the applicants. The comments and recommendations have helped many organisations improve 
their CSR and sustainability practices in a significant way.  The special scores awarded to sustainability 
reports have pushed many organisations to consider sustainability reporting as a value added exercise 
and has led to an increase in transparency and accountability. 

The application, as it stands currently, has taken years to shape up; strengthened by inputs from the jury, 
applicants’ experiences and the lessons learnt by the Network in the course of facilitating each cycle of 
the award. Over time new categories have been added, aspects in the criteria adjusted and refined, and a 
fully online process from end to end being introduced to make the experience of applicants as seamless 
as possible. These changes are reflective of the broader trends and developments taking place in the 
corporate responsibility space. 

The awarding ceremony is a rallying event that concludes every cycle of the award, following which the 
Network publishes a best practice case study compilation based on the finalists of the award. This rich 
resource is of great value to practitioners and researchers alike and provides glimpses of good practice 
through best in class examples. It also provides a good synoptic view of the CSR and sustainability 
landscape in the Arab region. 
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01 Kingdom of Morocco

02 Arab Republic of Egypt

03 Lebanese Republic

04 Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

05 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

06 State of Kuwait

07 Kingdom of Bahrain

08 State of Qatar

09 United Arab Emirates

10 Sultanate of Oman

In the 10th cycle of the award, 81 organisations registered with 106 applications to be 
submitted. Out of this 71 applications made the cut and were sent to the jury for evaluation. 
The jury assessed these applications based on their responses to the questionnaire; the 
supportive material they submitted and any other source of evidence that the judges 
could find such as websites, social media, etc. 31 sectors were represented by the 
applicants, who came from 10 countries. The largest number of applicants by country 
belonged to the UAE, followed by the Sultanate of Oman. 

The most number of applications were received in the Partnership and Collaboration 
category, followed by Large business category. Two new categories were added in 2017, 
- Hospitality and Construction, out of which the former showed a healthy number of 
applications compared to the latter. The majority of applications were in English with a 
few in Arabic and French, which were all reviewed by appropriate jury members. 

The number of sustainability reports reviewed by the jury totaled 23, out of which there 
were many that followed the GRI sustainability reporting framework. The highest number 
of reports were submitted by organisations in the large business category (7), followed 
by medium sized business (4) and public sector organisations (4), the remaining (8) 
were from the rest of the categories. The overriding majority of reports were published 
by organisations operating from the UAE, indicating a healthy uptake of sustainability 
reporting in the UAE among both public and private sectors. 
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Table 2. Participation by Country

SECTORS

• Aluminium Smelter
• Automotive
• Aviation
• Chemicals & Petrochemicals
• Construction & Materials 
• Consultancy
• Education
• Energy
• Environmental Services
• Facilities Management
• Financial Services & Banks
• Food & Beverage
• Government/ Public Service
• Health care
• Hospitality
• Industrial Goods & Services
• Legal Services
• Manufacturing
• Media & Marketing
• Non-profit / Non-governmental
• Oil & Gas
• Public Relations & Communication
• Real Estate
• Recruitment
• Retail
• Social Enterprises
• Technology
• Telecommunications
• Transportation
• Training & Development
• Travel & Leisure
Table 3. Participation by Sector
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1st

Runner Up

Established in 1981, Emirates Transport (ET) is a wholly owned government corporation and is the UAE’s leading 
national transport services provider, offering a wide array of transportation services across the Emirates. 
The corporation serves more than 430 stakeholders including schools, government entities, private sector 
companies and special needs segments through an impressive 20,000 vehicle fleet. 

ET is notorious amongst its peers for its systems-based approach to quality management, excellence, effective 
leadership and occupational health and safety. It applies the latest international standards all across its 
operations. An influential public sector player and contributor to national sustainability strategies, the corporation 
launched its 2017-2021 Strategy as a road map defining clear  environmental, social and economic targets and 
incorporating the principles of innovation and creativity. The strategy includes plans for the adoption of a smart 
organisational model, digital advancement, and the conversion to electric vehicles in collaboration with DEWA. 
As a transportation corporation, ET places strong focus on its environmental performance and has introduced 
innovative eco-friendly solutions to the local market. These include a dry car wash service that applies the latest 
nanotechnologies considerably reducing water and electricity consumption as well as a special unit for the 
retreading of recycled tires and was the first to convert vehicles to Compressed Natural Gas (CNG).

The corporation has set its own CSR Charter outlining the principles and methodologies that allows it to 
adhere to national strategies such as the UAE 2021 vision. ET adopts a collaborative approach to better serve its 
beneficiaries and has entered into strategic partnerships with government organisations such as the Ministry of 
Education and the Ministry of Social Affairs to address the service needs of people with disabilities. Practicing 
transparency and disclosure, the corporation issued its first sustainability report based on the GRI Guidelines in 
2013 and has continued to issue annual sustainability reports since.  A recent venture into the Saudi market has 
gained the company an 18% annual growth as a result of the expansion resulting in direct economic benefits for 
the UAE.  Emirates Transport has made commendable efforts in the field of sustainability and shown exemplary 
commitment towards value creation for its employees, the community, the environment and the marketplace. A 
strong culture of excellence, innovation and continuous improvement has placed ET in its rightful place among 
CSR champions in the UAE and the region.

Emirates Transport
United Arab Emirates

“Emirates Transport (ET) is proud with its social roles and seeks to establish an advanced understanding to these roles that translates 
the belongingness and loyalty to the UAE, and guided by a wise vision that consistently move parallel with the vision of the country and 
its sustainable development plans. ET always strives to encourage this approach via the adoption of the principles of sustainability in its 
investment projects, as well as its different activities, events and programmes included in the successive strategic plans which are being 
implemented throughout the year to benefit UAE and its different community segments and categories.”

Mohammed Abdullah Al Jarman,
General Manager

PUBLIC SECTOR

WINNER

The Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) is a public service infrastructure entity that was founded on 
1st January 1992. Since then, DEWA has made considerable achievements, to be ranked as one of the best 
utilities in the world. Today, DEWA provides services to more than 780,000 customers, and is recognised for its 
continuous innovation and upgrading of systems, processes, technologies and resources to provide first-rate 
utility services for Dubai. 

DEWA manages the operations of the Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, which is the largest 
single-site solar project in the world. Under the CDM (Clean Development Mechanism) initiative, DEWA has also 
established Dubai Carbon Centre for Excellence (DCCE) in cooperation with the UN. 

DEWA has launched three smart initiatives to support the Smart Dubai initiative: i) encouraging building owners 
to install photovoltaic (PV) solar panels to generate electricity; ii) the Smart Applications and Meters initiative 
to contribute to fast-service connection, fast response, and rationalising energy use and iii) the Green Charger 
initiative to establish the infrastructure and electric vehicle charging stations. 

DEWA is working in line with the vision of HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to host the World Expo in the UAE by building world-class energy 
infrastructure for Dubai’s development demands. DEWA has for this purpose allocated AED 3 billion to boost 
water, electricity and renewable energy projects. 

Supporting the national agenda, DEWA consistently works to provide and improve the lives of UAE nationals 
by providing opportunities for education and employment. DEWA has established its own learning and training 
facility (DEWA Academy) to harness the skills and train candidates to efficiently integrate into the workforce. 
Volunteerism plays a major role amongst DEWA employees, who are continuously encouraged and supported 
by the management. Likewise, responsible procurement is an integral part of the organisation’s vendor selection 
activity. DEWA’s strategy is indeed very well aligned to UAE’s vision to create a sustainable economy, society and 
environment for the country’s long-term prosperity. 

Dubai Electricity and  
Water Authority (DEWA)
United Arab Emirates

“Dubai Electricity and Water Authority is guided by its vision to become a sustainable innovative world-class utility. DEWA is working 
to increase its use of clean energy and operates the Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, which will eventually generate 
1,000MW by 2020 and 5,000MW by 2050. Eventually, DEWA will generate 75% of its total power output from clean energy by 2050 to 
achieve the Dubai Clean Energy Strategy 2050.”

H.E. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer,
Managing Director & CEO

PUBLIC SECTOR
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LARGE BUSINESS
CATEGORY

2nd

Runner Up
PUBLIC SECTOR

With its long history spanning over a century, Dubai Customs is one of the earliest government departments in 
the UAE. It has been called “the Mother of Government Departments”, particularly because some of the other 
departments were based at the Customs old building and financed through the revenue collected by Customs. 

Dubai Customs is essentially an organisation that contributes greatly to the national economy and security as 
their core business is to protect and secure the borders of the state from unwanted items, ensuring a stable and 
safe community. With the adaptions of best practices, technological developments, latest tools, newer services 
and overall excellence in their day-to-day business, Dubai Customs is recognised as the leading customs 
organisation in the world. As they reached to more than 35 million declaration transactions in the last 4 years 
with a trade volume of over 5,000 billion dirhams, they stand today as the No. 1 Customs organisation in the GCC 
and the 4th Customs organisation globally as declared by the World Economic Forum reports. 

Dubai Customs has adopted its strategy in line with the overall direction of UAE and is cascaded from the Dubai 
Plan 2021 which aims at addressing and achieving sustainable development goals connecting to local, regional 
and global issues. Being part of the global trade and border controls, it is committed to a number of international 
standards & guidelines such as the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and its Protocols, UN Environment 
Programme & UN Global Compact, Multilateral Treaties of Basel Convention, Montreal Convention, CITES (the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) and many more related to 
customs, environment, anticorruption, community affairs and human rights. 

Dubai Customs has detailed action plans, targets and KPIs for its environmental management and corporate 
social responsibility. Water consumption per employee was reduced from 90 gallons in 2015 to 65 gallons 
in 2016 against a set target of 87 gallons. Similarly, electricity consumption was optimised from 36 kwh per 
employee to 26 kwh against a target of 35 kwh. The community engagement initiatives are directly related to 
its core business such as Intellectual Property Rights awareness, drugs & weapons awareness, awareness on 
endangered species, cleaning campaigns, enhancing & promoting the local & regional culture, care for the poor 
& needy, attention towards people with special needs, elderly community and more. 

Dubai Customs
United Arab Emirates

“Our priorities are guided by the directions & visions of our leaders. It sets out our strategy and goals as we identify issues relevant to the 
development of our country and demonstrate how we contribute to reaching them. Being the guardians of our national borders, we serve 
our leadership towards maintaining security and enhancing revenue for the Emirate while setting highest standards for excellence through 
global collaboration, innovation and integration. And for us, all this must be achieved with a responsible and sustainable approach.”  

Sultan Ahmed bin Sulayem,  
Chairman
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1st

Runner Up

Interserve is one of the world’s foremost support services and construction companies. Headquartered in 
the UK, Interserve has been working in the Middle East since 1981. Its associates and subsidiary companies 
play a key role in supporting growth across a range of sectors, such as hospitality and leisure, oil and gas, 
retail, transport and infrastructure. Interserve’s approach towards sustainability is shaped by its aim to 
deliver 5 sustainable outcomes - Places that benefit people; Public service in the public interest; More skills, 
more opportunities; Positive environmental impact and Sustainable growth; over the years the company 
has delivered significant achievements across each of these outcomes in the region. They have continued to 
become more externally focused with increased supplier engagement and the launch of their Sustainable 
Procurement Policy and Practice Framework to drive improvements in the supply chain. Interserve has 
further developed its approach to employee welfare and launched their worker engagement process. They 
have also improved the processes to manage and monitor consumption of water, fuel, electricity as well as 
waste reduction. 

Interserve’s environmental and social targets are defined in their Sustainability Plan and cover their entire 
organisation. The Sustainability Plan has 5 outcomes, 15 goals and 48 targets. Some examples of these 
include, Outcome 1: Places that benefit people: Goal 1: Go above and beyond in communities where we 
work: Target: 15% of employees to donate time to benefit local communities; Outcome 3: More skills, more 
opportunities: Goal 6: Inspire future professionals: Target: Provide 1,000 school placements every year and 
Outcome 4: Positive environmental impact: Goal 9: Conserve and replenish water: Target: Reduce water use 
by 20%. 

Interserve’s Sustainability Plan also covers goals related to labour rights for the short-term and long-term, 
for e.g. under the outcome of Places that benefit people, there is a goal to promote and embrace wellbeing. 
Similarly, their Health and Wellbeing strategy sets out actions through to the year 2020 against four areas 
focusing on wellbeing: i) physical wellbeing, ii) social wellbeing, iii) psychological wellbeing and iv) cultural 
wellbeing, with a specific section focusing on worker welfare. 

Interserve International
United Arab Emirates

“For us our approach to sustainability is founded on our vision – to redefine the future for people and places, shaped by our values 
and aimed at delivering our five sustainable outcomes: Places that benefit people, Public service in the public interest, More skills, 
more opportunities, Positive environmental impact and Sustainable growth.  We organise our objectives and report on our performance 
through four capitals: social, environmental, knowledge and financial and have ambitious targets in each of these areas, which I am 
pleased to say our businesses in the region have made great progress over the last year.”

George Franks,
Managing Director

LARGE BUSINESS CATEGORY

LARGE SECTOR
CATEGORY

WINNER

Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company (GPIC) was established in Bahrain in 1979 as a joint venture between GCC 
member states for the manufacture of fertilisers and petrochemicals.  In 2017, GPIC updated its Business strategy 
2020 to Corporate Strategic plan 2030, highlighting new avenues for future growth. GPIC has proactively aligned 
its business priorities with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It starts with leadership commitment to the 
Global Transformational Agenda, Employee Involvement, Community Awareness and Women empowerment. 

CSR is a top leadership agenda at GPIC and it is a part of their corporate sustainability goals.  They support 
the UN and UN Environment programmes such as My World, World Environment Day, green wave and FAO’s 
International Year of Pulses. On the corporate governance front, their long term and annual goals include the 
compliance to UNGC ten principles and the publishing of annual Communication on Progress report (CoP). 

On the social side GPIC’s initiatives include community environmental literacy outreach programmes and 
environmental research innovation programmes. Community involvement and social responsibility is stipulated 
in their vision, mission and core values statements, including financial and material support for education, 
health, charity, sport, special needs groups, minorities, underprivileged groups, safety and the environment.

To address the environmental impact, GPIC has ambitious targets for recycling, reducing paper consumption, 
energy efficiency, GHG emissions, renewables and water consumption. Their Environmental Management 
system identifies all the environmental aspects and impacts related to their activities, products and services. 
GPIC has a number of procedures and guidelines that deal with all related environmental aspects pertaining 
to emissions, effluents, waste etc. GPIC has reduced carbon emissions close to 1 million tons since the start of 
Carbon Dioxide Recovery (CDR) plant in 2009. Their energy efficient LED lighting project has replaced 1236 light 
fittings with an energy saving of 383MWH/year.

GPIC revises its targets each year based on previous year’s performance, prioritising material aspects and future 
challenges. They report annually to different stakeholders on the organisation’s economic, environmental and 
social performance. 

Gulf Petrochemical 
Industries Company (GPIC)
Kingdom of Bahrain   

“We are thrilled to be part of the Arabia CSR Awards 10th cycle and congratulate the network for an  astoundingly successful decade of 
commitment to corporate sustainability: A platform that has enabled us to scale up our corporate sustainability performance through 
benchmarking and learning from the best of the best. For us at GPIC, even after 38 years of commitment to CSR we feel that we can still 
continue to challenge ourselves and raise our bar by focusing on our youth, women empowerment, innovation, SDGs, resilience and 
growth, collaboration and human talent development.”

Dr. Abdulrahman Jawahery,
President

LARGE BUSINESS CATEGORY
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MEDIUM BUSINESS
CATEGORY

2nd

Runner Up

The Zulekha Healthcare Group was founded in 1964 by Dr. Zulekha Daud, who after years of dedicated service 
soon became a household name. Zulekha Hospital was established in Sharjah in 1992 as a 30-bed hospital. 
Today the Zulekha Healthcare Group includes two multidisciplinary hospitals in Dubai and Sharjah as well as 
one diagnostic centre, three UAE medical centres and three pharmacies. 

Zulekha Hospitals started the journey in sustainability and CSR in 2007 with EFQM (European Foundation for 
Quality Management) implementation. They believe that they have a serious obligation towards society and 
environment; one of the primary focus areas has been community issues through education and awareness 
sessions. ZH has collaborated and supported various health-related causes in the community – Cervical Cancer 
Awareness “Chance to Change”, Breast Cancer awareness “Pink It Now”, Colorectal Cancer “Watch your back”, 
blood donation camps; World Diabetes Day, Road Safety and more. 

Within their operations, they monitor various environmental aspects such as electricity consumption, water 
usage, petrol usage, medical and general waste, plastic glasses used, paper and cardboard recycled. With 
initiatives such changing LED lights, auto turn off computers, sensor operated taps and lights, recycling of water 
for planting, planting trees, and carpooling they reduced 180 tonnes of CO2 emissions in the last two years. In 
the last 12 months they have obtained three environmental certifications - ISO 14001, ISO 50001 and LEED for 
Existing Buildings: Operations & Maintenance Platinum. 

ZH’s community outreach programmes adhere to local cultural and social aspects; in 2017 they initiated a 
campaign called “No More Excuses” to inculcate the habit of exercising amongst UAE’s residents. Through this 
campaign they organised activities like yoga, walkathons, vaccination for cervical cancer, breast feeding of 
newborns, lifestyle modifications to avoid obesity etc. They also collaborated with local bodies such as Supreme 
Council for Family affairs, Dubai Health Authority, The Sharjah Baby-Friendly City to effectively deliver their 
activities under this programme. ZH is a partner of the Dubai Health Authority to promote  Medical Tourism and 
is a member of the International Finance Corporation’s WINvest Forum (Invest in Women Employment). ZH is 
proud to be a founding member of “SheWorks”, a global partnership launched by World Bank at the Clinton 
Global Initiative Annual Meeting.  

Zulekha Hospitals (ZH)
United Arab Emirates

“Corporate Social Responsibility is a way of life and we consider it as a serious obligation towards the community we live in and operate. 
We feel a great sense of responsibility in the way we perform our operations so that we benefit the community in some way or the other. 
We look at CSR as a “Triple Bottom Line” approach looking at Social, Environment and Economic aspects. We have set forth clear Mission, 
Vision and Values for sustainability. We implement human rights and labour laws through various policies related to gender discrimination, 
women empowerment, child labour, sexual harassment, anti-corruption and anti-bribery etc. We also ensure that our partners and suppliers 
implement the same by making it mandatory. We undertake CSR activities to enhance wellbeing of the community and the environment 
we live in.”

Ms. Zanubia Shams,
Co-Chairperson

LARGE BUSINESS CATEGORY
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1st

Runner Up
MEDIUM BUSINESS CATEGORY

DLA Piper is a global law firm with lawyers located in more than 40 countries throughout the Americas, Europe, the 
Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific. Their Middle East offices offer services in legal matters across an extensive range 
of practice areas and industry sectors such as the government, social infrastructure, life sciences, transport, capital 
markets, banking and finance, technology, media, health and leisure.

DLA made a formal commitment to the Global Compact in February 2013 and last year they aligned their strategy 
to the Sustainable Development Goals in order to connect with global issues. DLA Piper aims to contribute to the 
wellbeing of communities around the world, and therefore, has a clear strategy with environmental, social and 
governance targets. These targets are divided between the Pro Bono and Stakeholders Engagement teams that drive 
policies, procedures and initiatives. 

DLA Piper considers community involvement as the core of its responsible business strategy. Perhaps the most 
prominent of DLA Piper’s contributions to the community is its encouragement for its lawyers to do Pro Bono work 
that is meaningful, impactful and supports those in need. New Perimeter, DLA Piper’s nonprofit arm, provides Pro 
Bono legal assistance in under-served regions in the Middle East and the rest of the world. In the last ten years, DLA 
Piper has reached out to a number of lawyers, charities and NGOs through offices in the region. 

This Pro Bono legal support is provided in a range of issues including children’s rights, access to justice, human 
trafficking, corruption, fundraising regulation, business and human rights. DLA Piper has also worked with a number 
of students and graduates under the umbrella of their Break into Law initiative providing mentoring, employability 
skills, career insight sessions and work experience. 

For its environmental performance, DLA Piper has set 3 year targets (2016-2018) across four focus areas: i) Energy: 
further 10% reduction in energy use across the global firm to achieve a total reduction of 25% against 2012 levels; ii) 
Waste: further 7% reduction in paper consumption across the global firm to achieve a total reduction of 25% against 
2012 levels; iii) Travel: further increase the use of IT communication systems as an alternative to travel and offset GHG 
emissions associated with business travel; and iv) Procurement: embed annual sustainability reporting across high 
risk strategic suppliers using supplier portal and publicly disclose key performance matrix by 2018. 

DLA Piper
United Arab Emirates

“DLA Piper’s is a global law firm and innovator in the Pro Bono and Responsible Business spaces. We are immensely proud of our global 
achievements in sustainability and community engagement. We are involved with public and private stakeholders in UAE to increase 
awareness of sustainability issues and to assist them in formulating their strategies. DLA Piper was the first global law firm to achieve 
ISO 14001 status for its environmentally prudent business practices.” 

Peter Somekh,
Regional Managing Partner - Middle East

(tie)

WINNER

Al Jazeera International Catering Company (JIC) was established in 2008 to offer catering, housekeeping and 
laundry services. Headquartered in Abu Dhabi, JIC has been rendering its services to specialised customer 
segments (oilfields, remote sites, labour camps and institutions) across the Middle East. As a catering service 
provider, JIC understands its responsibility in food waste reduction, environmental impact and economic 
development. As part of sustainability innovation JIC has developed an initiative called ‘Our Planet – Our 
Responsibility’, which is based on the 4E strategy through which all stakeholders are Educated, Enabled, 
Empowered and Engaged.  To manage its sustainability process,  JIC uses the SPEAR empowerment methodology, 
which helps the organisation ‘S’et clear objectives, ‘P’rovide resources, ‘E’mpower through knowledge, ‘A’ppraise 
performance, ‘R’eview, recognise and share knowledge of the outcome. This agile methodology assists JIC in 
engaging various aspects starting from stakeholder engagement to partnership management. 

JIC believes that empowering their employees at all levels is the key to achieve long-term commitment towards 
sustainability across the organisation and therefore, the employees are empowered and encouraged to be fully 
engaged in the management of JIC’s governance, social and environmental issues.  With its external stakeholders, 
JIC follows transparent communication practices and has developed various platforms to raise any concerns 
about the organisation. These communication practices include an i) Open door policy where customers, clients, 
suppliers etc. are all encouraged to approach the senior management including the Managing Director for any 
grievances , ii) the Casual Analysis and Resolution (CAR) process where stakeholders can raise their concerns via 
JIC’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, iii) JCC: Jazeera Communication Cascade, a town hall meeting 
where representatives from the top management meet the staff on monthly basis, iv) JIC Portal, an online portal 
which aides staff to raise concerns related to personnel and professional problems, v) Monthly meetings with 
JIC’s HSE department and vi) Coffee with the Managing Director, an opportunity for the staff to meet the MD 
over a cup of coffee on a monthly basis. 

JIC is one of the few catering companies in the Middle East to have three key certifications, the ISO 22000-2005 
which is the first international standard for the implementation of a certified food safety management system, 
ISO 14001 which is for the Environmental System and OSHAS 18001 which is for Occupational Health and Safety 
Systems. 

Al Jazeera International 
Catering LLC (JIC) 
United Arab Emirates

“Every JICite abides by the core values and principles of the organisation. We believe that with a committed strategy and clear 
organisational frame work excellence shall be achieved and sustainability shall be ensured. This culture of the organisation leads us 
to be a socially responsible corporate citizen. Our quest for innovation in our practices leads us to the creation of Best practices for 
organisational excellence and sustainability, which were recognised and rewarded as International Best practices for two consecutive 
years. Our passion for sharing and learning is a never ending process.” 

Robby Thommy,
Managing Director

MEDIUM BUSINESS CATEGORY
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Established in 2006, the Salalah Methanol Company (SMC) is a state-of-the art methanol production facility in 
Salalah Free Zone that operates as a subsidiary of the Oman Oil Company. The feed stock is natural gas, supplied 
by the Ministry of Oil and Gas through Oman Gas Company. 

SMC significantly contributes to the ongoing development of the national economy and has received several 
internationally recognised safety certifications due to its exceptional track record in the production operations of 
methanol and its stringent Health Safety & Environment (HSE) standards. In 2017, SMC achieved an outstanding 
run of 4 million working hours without Lost Time Injury (LTI) including environmental incidents. The Company 
also received 2 international awards; the first was from the USA International Safety Association and the second 
was the Global Green Award 2014. 

SMC monitors the natural gas, energy and chemical consumption on a daily and monthly basis to optimise 
these resources and reduce its carbon footprint. The Company is also working on an upcoming environmental 
project to utilise the treated water from the plant for establishing a natural park very close to the Company to be 
enjoyed by the Community and to help in reducing CO2 emissions. SMC encourages national talent to contribute 
to the ongoing success of SMC with a 64% Omanisation rate and strives to reach 90% in the near future. Based 
on the Employee Training KPI in 2016, SMC reached the target of providing training to 75% of its employees. 

Many of SMC’s CSR programmes are geared towards education, empowering women and people with disabilities. 
Over the last few years and as part of its CSR agenda, SMC has funded 180 CSR programmes with the cost of 
10 million USD. Examples of SMC’s CSR initiatives include providing more than 100 university scholarships for 
youth from low-income families, training 113 youth in a programme linked with employment, providing special 
buses designed for children with special needs, and funding a campaign to eliminate the invasive mesquite 
tree in the Salalah area. What makes SMC unique is that it is located in an area (the Dhofar region) where 
there are many aspects that need support for development. SMC’s CSR work focuses on these areas that need 
to be addressed in the region to further support its development and to act as a true partner in the region’s 
sustainable development. 

Salalah Methanol Company (SMC)
Sultanate of Oman

“Salalah Methanol is a company that aims to create value – for shareholders, customers, and society at large.  Sustainability is a priority 
at SMC and we have consistently embedded the principles of sustainability in our business because we believe that operating in a way 
that is safe and sustainable is integral to success.  Sustainable value creation – and the ability to create impact – depends on competitive 
advantages. For SMC, these derive largely from our knowledge and proven track record of operational excellence.  We recognize that our 
long-term ability to succeed is underpinned by the relationships we hold in society and the benefits our activities deliver locally.  We want 
sustainable growth reflecting our belief that social and ethical performance lead to financial performance.”

Awadh Hassan Al Shanfi,
Chief Executive Officer

(tie)
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“Knowledge Group is a leader in development and consulting solutions that make a lasting impact on our clients and the region. We are 
widely-regarded for our commitment to Corporate and Social Responsibility, and prioritise sustainability in everything we do.
 
Our dedication is stated in our mission, vision and values; stakeholder engagement; commitment to continuously refreshing our approach; 
and our workforce’s drive to deliver great results. We measure ourselves against global leaders, and never become complacent.”

Dr. Ahmad Badr,
Chief Executive Officer

“Etihad has reached to this level of success because of the Chairman HE. Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, and his continuous passion 
for creating success stories. Etihad is a live example of his vision and the team of Directors working with him to make this company 
successful in less than 3 years of its inception. Three years ago, there were only a couple of Energy Services Companies working in Dubai, 
and few retrofitted buildings. Today, there are 21 accredited ESCO’s and more than 1,000 retrofitted buildings in Dubai.  Etihad has gained 
international recognition and made Dubai a hub for the energy retrofitting industry; therefore, for the future, our aim is to provide services 
at the local, regional and global level.” 

Ali Al Jassim,
Chief Executive Officer

WINNER

The vision of Knowledge Group is, to be the leading provider of education and training solutions, and to 
contribute towards the social and economic sustainability in the region. Sustainability is a key point of their 
Corporate Social Responsibility strategy, which in turn, is linked to their corporate strategy.  The Knowledge 
Group utilises their core organisational skills to provide training and knowledge to improve the society at large. 
The group is driven by the core values of excellence, innovation, integrity and a spirit of partnership.

Knowledge Group has a sophisticated and strategic planning methodology which is based on the international 
best practices and includes input from SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) and 
PESTLE (Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental) analysis. As per their corporate 
performance management process, they carry out monthly strategy review sessions where the progress of their 
strategic objectives and related initiatives are monitored. Knowledge Group is a proud member of the European 
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), which stands on a number of concepts including ‘Creating a 
Sustainable Future’ and ‘Sustaining Outstanding Results’. Knowledge Group has a strategic approach to educate 
its employees about its CSR strategy. As part of their commitment to implementing the EFQM Excellence model, 
Knowledge Group has developed a methodology to assess and manage their environmental impact. In order 
to minimise their impact on environment, they have come up with initiatives like carpooling, paperless days, 
awareness campaigns, limiting access to printers and putting controls in place to reduce electricity consumption. 

Knowledge Group has well documented HR policies and procedures in place to be an equal opportunity 
employer and avoid any sort of discriminatory behavior towards its staff. The group conducts an annual survey 
on societal happiness to gauge the efficacy of their CSR efforts and environmental performance. Their CSR 
strategy has 20 KPIs to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of their initiatives which includes health of 
public, less carbon emissions, engaging and sharing knowledge with the society. The Strategy department is 
responsible for collecting and validating the actual progress of different strategic and operational aspects. They 
also publish annual CSR performance report on their website for external stakeholders.

Knowledge Group
United Arab Emirates

SMALL BUSINESS CATEGORY
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Etihad ESCO (Energy Service Company) is a venture by the Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) to 
make Dubai’s built environment a leading example of energy efficiency for the region. It facilitates the energy 
performance contracting market in Dubai by developing energy efficiency projects targeting more than 30,000 
buildings. The projects include building retrofits, district cooling, building the capacity of local ESCOs for private 
sector, and facilitating access to project finance. 

Etihad ESCO has a clear understanding of its stakeholders and their needs and roles. Taqati is the Etihad ESCO’s 
dedicated program management office for the Dubai Demand Side Management (DSM) Strategy. TAQATI 
interacts with a wide and diverse range of stakeholders to provide coherent and comprehensive DSM Strategy 
implementation management and helps capture stakeholders’ needs, expectations and requirements. 

Currently, Etihad ESCO has undertaken two community initiatives. The first is in collaboration with Mohammed 
Bin Rashed Housing Establishment and DEWA to replace lighting in 2000 villas and to increase awareness of 
sustainability. The second project is with 640 villas in Hatta where Etihad ECSO is providing the households with 
solar PV. Over the last four years Etihad ESCO has succeeded to develop and implement projects that result 
in 177 GWh electricity savings and 278 million imperial gallons of water savings. The avoided CO2 emission is 
estimated to be approximately 80,000 tonnes. These results have made a huge impact on the market for energy 
efficiency and sustainability, and has attracted many international companies. 

The Super ESCO model used by Etihad ESCO is very unique, as it enables Etihad ESCO to provide clients with 
the best solutions from the ESCO market through a comprehensive tendering process. Etihad ESCO encourages 
the ESCO market to continuously develop and enhance innovative product and solutions. Etihad ESCO has also 
removed the finance barrier for the market, by providing project finance to implement the projects. Due to the 
unique services of Etihad ESCO, the company has evolved into a center of excellence for energy efficiency, water 
efficiency, solar PV, awareness and capacity building. 

Etihad ESCO
United Arab Emirates

SMALL BUSINESS CATEGORY
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BMCE Bank is a large commercial bank in Morocco. It operates over 697 branches in Morocco alone, and 560 
branches in Africa.  The BMCE Bank of Africa was the first African and MENA signatory of UNEP FI in 2000. The 
Bank is also the first in the MENA region to voluntarily adopt the Equator Principles in 2010. BMCE Bank of 
Africa is a member of the UN Global Compact, as well as being a “supporting institution” of the Principles for 
Mainstreaming Climate Action within Financial Institutions.  The Bank stands out within the Moroccan banking 
industry for adopting a well-structured CSR approach that is based on the ISO 26000 international standard. 

BMCE Bank of Africa co-finances all major renewable energy projects (solar and wind) in Morocco and mobilises 
energy efficiency financing for SMEs through MorSEFF – Morocco Sustainable Energy Financing Facility. The 
bank is working with select partners to develop pro-climate products including green and blue lines in Morocco 
and sub-Saharan Africa. BMCE Bank of Africa is the first bank in the region to be ISO 14001 certified for its 
environmental management system in 2011, renewed in 2014, and certification maintained in 2015. In 2016, the 
bank officially launched ISO 50001 certification to set the path for carbon footprint. 

BMCE Bank of Africa has developed a comprehensive structure Group responsible for Environmental 
Performance Improvement and trained dedicated staff members to guarantee the analysis of environmental 
risks in its lending activities. It has adopted IFC Performance Standards to categorise its investments based 
on the magnitude of their potential social & environmental impacts and risks. Funded projects are classified 
under four categories based on the risks that they pose, for e.g. industrial projects with significant adverse and 
irreversible environmental or social risks (infrastructure projects, large-scale heavy industry etc.) are Category A 
projects, while projects with limited adverse environmental or social risks (service companies, restaurants, call 
centres, etc.) are classified as Category C projects.

BMCE Bank grants 4% of its banking net income to BMCE Bank Foundation, which has a specific focus on 
education and social development. The Foundation has built environmentally friendly and sustainable schools 
in rural areas (66 to date), providing an adapted curricula meeting their needs. The schools are also built or 
repaired using traditional techniques and they are solar powered, often being the only power source in the 
village where they are located. 

BMCE Bank of Africa 
Kingdom of Morocco

“Our commitment to sustainable development has resulted in our membership to the UN Global Compact. It has helped us launch the 
first Green Bonds, and has provided the impetus to finance the protection of water resources. It has also helped us renew our financing of 
energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in Morocco.  The HQE certification of its Academy was also distinguished by two national 
and international awards, with the Kingdom was represented for the first time in this competition during COP 22. The BMCE Bank of 
Africa is also recognized for the pioneering and integrated nature of the BMCE Bank Foundation and its award-winning “Medersat.Com” 
program that aids in the construction and management of community schools in rural Morocco.” 

Othman Benjelloun, 
Président Directeur Général 

FINANCIAL SERVICES CATEGORY
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UAE Exchange has a structured approach to sustainability which it sees as a strategic pursuit enshrined in 
its Social Sustainability Charter and CSR policy. These provide the platform for the company to engage with 
stakeholders at various key levels. Based on an analytical approach, the company’s sustainability practices 
recognise the developments that affect its business and the risks and opportunities that lie in the external 
environment. The CSR Policy of UAE Exchange is based on the 10 principles of UN Global Compact, where 
the fundamental responsibilities are grouped under 4 pillars of marketplace, workplace, community and 
environment. The economic, social, environmental and governance goals are based on the UN sustainable 
development goals. Under each goal specific activities have been developed and initiatives designed with an 
in-depth measurement system to assess the return on investment. 

The organisation’s core values have informed the sustainability strategy and objectives. Partnerships with local 
organisations such as Dubai Chamber and the Emirates Environmental Group have helped the organisation 
to achieve its desired sustainability objectives. In 2016, during the company’s 36th anniversary, the leadership 
announced a four year mission called LEAP2020 which provided a roadmap for the transition to a sustainable 
organisation.  This translated into the embedding of the principles of “CARE” into the corporate values. An annual 
corporate planning programme drives sustainability initiatives within the company, which are monitored and 
tracked to gauge their effectiveness. 

The Social Sustainability Charter and CSR policy act as guidelines for interactions with society and other partners. 
Employees undergo periodical training on Emiratisation, Workforce diversity, Employee compensation, Fairness 
at work, Workforce ethics, Employee engagement, Health and safety, Human rights and Labour standards. In 
community engagement, the focus goes beyond charity to develop capacity in the voluntary sector, understanding 
community needs, relations with government authorities and universities, and in-kind support. Many ‘Go-Green’ 
initiatives such as paper recycling, digitisation, can collection drives and energy saving initiatives go a long way 
in managing the company’s environmental impacts. For its achievements, UAE Exchange has been conferred 
the Dubai Chamber’s CSR Label for the last five consecutive years. The company was also acknowledged to be 
the highest contributor to the paper recycling campaign of Emirates Environmental Group for the year 2016. 

UAE Exchange Centre
United Arab Emirates

“Be proactive. Be the change, UAE Exchange has always attempted to bring sustainable growth by looking at new horizons. Our road 
map to growth inculcates the spirit of collaboration clubbed with innovation and entrepreneurship across the organisation. Stakeholders 
are encouraged to engage proactively to bring out best of the ideas. At the same time, the organisation continues to be locally sensitive 
to events which are of social importance and takes appropriate steps to engage with them.”

Promoth Manghat,
Group Chief Executive Officer

FINANCIAL SERVICES CATEGORY
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Founded in the early 1950s, BLC Bank SAL is a Lebanese financial institution offering banking, insurance and asset 
management services. The Bank is a strong proponent of the UN Global Compact and its 10 principals which it 
has incorporated in its strategy, culture and day-to-day operations. BLC Bank is also a founding member of the 
Global Compact Network Lebanon’s steering committee. BLC Bank tried to align its actions to the Sustainable 
Development Goals and has chosen to target its efforts in particular towards reaching gender equality. The 
Bank’s women empowerment (WE) Initiative is a good representation of this commitment. It holds the promise 
of providing equal opportunities allowing women to enhance their professional and personal lives.

The Bank was the first to join the Global Banking Alliance for Women (GBA) that it chairs since 2015. It works in 
close collaboration with International Finance Corporation (IFC), whose representative has held a seat on BLC 
Banks Brilliant Lebanese Awards jury on most of its editions. In addition to this, BLC Bank has signed the Basel 
2 and Basel 3 accords for a better Corporate Governance and protection of its stakeholder’s rights. With regards 
to minimising the impact on environment, BLC Bank has implemented a 360 degree approach that addresses 
its products as well as its operations. The Bank has a wide range of eco-friendly loans that can be offered to 
both individuals and businesses. These products cover a wide range of areas which include: water heating, solar 
energy generation, pollution abatement, solid waste and waste water treatment, recycling, landscaping, and 
eco-tourism. 

For its Head Office, the BLC Bank has chosen a local green rating system, ARZ Building Rating System (BRS) 
developed by Lebanon Green Building Council (LGBC) in coordination with the International Financial 
Corporation (IFC). Over the last year, the BLC Bank has been able to reduce its paper consumption by 1,000,000 
units, recycle 40 tons of paper, 60 tons of steel and more than 750 IT machines. They have also planted more 
than 10,000 trees in Lebanon through partnerships with local NGOs. The Bank has created a CSR committee to 
set its CSR strategy and plan, to follow its implementation, to examine new propositions and to amend it when 
necessary. Every CSR project is managed by a project team composed of employees from different departments 
to involve as many employees as possible. KPIs are identified and set to monitor and track commitments and 
are regularly communicated to all stakeholders. 

BLC Bank
Lebanese Republic

“We, at BLC Bank, have adopted Corporate Social Responsibility, where transparency, accountability and ethics lie at the heart of each 
action we take. We believe in women and their power, SMEs and their potential, green practices and their criticality. This has lead us to 
become a Bank of reference for sustainable initiatives of which we proudly state our influence on the creation of women empowerment 
programs in more than forty countries across the globe.”

Nadim Kassar,
Deputy Chairman and General Manager

FINANCIAL SERVICES CATEGORY
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The Emirates National Oil Company (ENOC Group) is a leading integrated international oil and gas player 
operating across the energy sector value chain. As a wholly owned entity of the Government of Dubai, and 
integral to the Emirate’s success, ENOC owns and operates assets in the fields of exploration & production, 
supply & operations, terminals, fuel retail, aviation fuel and petroleum products for commercial & industrial 
use. The Group’s general business operations include automotive services, non-fuel F&B retail and fabrication 
services. Servicing thousands of customers in over 60 markets, the Group employs a workforce of over 10,000 
employees and is deploying its world-class customer service, latest innovations and technologies and best 
practices to empower the UAE’s social and economic development. 

Delivering sustainable value at ENOC is based on the strategic review done within the company to identify the 
key focus areas from theSustainable Development Goals identified by UN. Out of 17 SDGs, 5 key goals were 
identified for ENOC to make contribution and to measure its value addition in UAE. These 5 SDGs are Clean 
Energy, Economic Growth, Innovation & Infrastructure, Responsible Production and Climate Action. Under 
each of the identified SDGs, specific KPIs were identified to measure ENOC’s performance and those KPIs were 
integrated into the ENOC’s Sustainability Index. 

Since the launch of ENOC’s Group Sustainability Office, the approach to manage its sustainability performance 
has been significantly enhanced with greater interactions with international agencies. Moreover, the UNGC 
Global Compact principles have been incorporated in the company’s operations. Locally ENOC has partnered 
with DEWA and Dubai Supreme Council of Energy (DSCE) to develop the first “Energy Efficiency Design Criteria” 
for motors which is one of the most energy consuming equipment in Dubai industries. This will help to select 
the best energy efficient equipment and machinery  in Dubai government agencies and will reduce the carbon 
emissions  in Dubai. 

ENOC’s CSR strategy has 4 main pillars which are employees, environment, community and economics which 
are evaluated with frequent market research. The ENOC Sustainability Leadership Committee (SLC) has the 
mandate to review ENOC’s Sustainability performance (environment, social and economic) on a quarterly basis. 
The SLC is headed by the Group CEO and its sub committees independently track the performance on energy 
management, environmental issues (air emissions, waste) and carbon abatement efforts within ENOC. Apart 
from above, a separate CSR steering committee oversees the CSR programmes  performance on a regular basis.

Emirates National Oil Company 
(ENOC)
United Arab Emirates

“ENOC continues to invest in CSR initiatives and partnerships aimed at developing a competent, skilled, engaged, and empowered 
workforce. Initiatives such as the launch of 2nd edition of the Energy and Resource Management Report, collaborating with EEG to launch 
the ‘Interschool Environmental Public Speaking Competition’ and ‘Earth Day’ are a testament to our efforts towards strengthening 
environmental awareness within ENOC, Dubai and the wider UAE.”

Saif Humaid Al Falasi,
Chief Executive Officer 
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Holiday Inn Dubai-Al Barsha is the city’s top 4-star hotel. Along with offering an exceptional personalised care 
and service, Holiday Inn Dubai has strong sustainability roots with a vision to permeate an ethos of social and 
environmental responsibility in all areas of its business.

Holiday Inn has, for a number of years, actively supported several local, regional, international organisations 
like Special Needs Future Development Center, Emirates Environmental Group, Dubai Cares and the UN Global 
Compact. They support and protect human rights as part of their corporate governance structure, implementing 
Intercontinental Hotel Group (IHG) human rights policy and code of conduct. Through their policies, Holiday Inn 
is committed to protecting its employees, respecting their rights, providing a safe and healthy work environment, 
allowing growth and promoting diversity through their core values and culture. 

As part of their sustainability strategy, Holiday Inn has inculcated the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
as desired by the UNGC and working on to map these goals into their processes and procedures. Holiday Inn 
continues to strengthen relationship with stakeholders by actively taking feedback, especially from their guests, 
employees, suppliers and partners. 

Holiday Inn strictly adheres to Environmental Management Systems and IHG Green Engage reporting 
software. Their environmental goals encompass waste reduction and carbon footprint reduction. To reduce the 
environmental footprint, Holiday Inn checks on suppliers for their environmental awareness. The purchasing 
department sources eco-friendly products like jute bags for guest’s newspapers. 

Holiday Inn has a sustainability management structure to manage sustainability strategy based on environmental 
responsibility, social responsibility and economic responsibility. It has clear processes in place to identify the 
types of innovation which are relevant to sustainability performance and competitive advantage. The outcome 
of the Key Performance Indicators are disclosed every year in a sustainability report and shared publicly with 
the shareholders to provide an insight on the progress of the sustainability drive. 

Holiday Inn Dubai - Al Barsha
United Arab Emirates

“Sustainability began with philanthropic ad-hoc initiatives as the hotel opened its doors, transforming to a structured process, proudly 
rooting in the way we perform business.  Seeds of responsibility were laid with commitment from our staff and today, we are witnessing  
leaves of sustainability emerging as a driving force in our business operations. We are proud of our strategic approach, our holistic 
outlook, and for the Sustainability culture throughout. We are proud to announce, that this embedment has taken shoot as HIAB was 
declared winner in  of CSR Awards, 2016.  We are truly humbled and pledge that we will not let this flower of sustainability just wither. 
We will improve our responsible practices, so HIAB may leave a legacy for future generations.”

Roxana Jaffer,
Chief Executive Officer 

HOSPITALITY SECTOR CATEGORY
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“Saving four million dirhams is clearly substantial and underscores the correlation between sustainability and cost-efficiency. The 
system we have in place is a reflections of our commitment towards sustainability. It forms an important element within our wider vision 
and commitment to the environment, society & culture, quality, and health & safety. We have made tremendous progress in the last two 
years, wherein we were recertified from Green Globe in 2017. Nevertheless, initial key milestones have been achieved including energy 
savings of more than 8,580 megawatt hours (MWh) and 54,000 cubic metres (m3) of water, which is the equivalent of 22 Olympic-sized 
swimming pools. We also reduced our carbon emissions by 4,400 tonnes, which is the same as flying to London and back four times.”

Freddy Farid, 
Area General Manager

“Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa is part of Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts, a global hotel company. At our resort, we are 
committed to implementing sustainable practices in Oman through our CSR initiatives. Serving as a responsible corporate citizen has 
been instrumental to our success, and we strive to continually enhance our daily operations to improve education and livelihoods, 
minimise risks to natural habitats, as well as conserve biodiversity and our natural resources.  We have the Turtle Care Project which 
aims to protect the endangered hawksbill and green turtles species native to the beaches of Oman. Further, it is our pleasure to engage 
with our local community through events hosted at Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resort & Spa.”

Juergen Doerr,
General manager 

Special
Recognition

Shangri-La Hotel is a premium luxury brand in the Sultanate of Oman that considers, sustainable working 
environment for its employees and community giving as key metrics of success. The Hotel’s CSR strategy propels 
the organisation towards creating sustained value for itself and its stakeholders; Environmental preservation 
and social engagement are actively pursued and have helped the organisation enhance its reputation in the 
Region. The Hotel’s key CSR pillars include Our People, Our Business, Our Environment and Our Communities.  
This strategy recognises the growing expectations of its stakeholders in matters related to sustainability and has 
therefore driven the Hotel to make significant investments to become a socially responsible entity. 

At the global level, the Shrangri-La Group is a signatory of the United Nations Global Compact, it is enlisted on 
the Dow Jones and Hang Seng Sustainability Index, and reports voluntarily to the Carbon Disclosure Project 
(CDP). The Shangri-La Hotel is also committed with the Dar Al ATTA’A association as their strategic partner for 
more than 10 years. 

The Hotel is committed to environmental sustainability and has a management system to advance it. Providing 
sustainable products and services is a priority that meets stakeholders’ needs and expectations. Among 
the hotel’s outstanding achievements is an ECO center which is geared towards managing and protecting 
biodiversity. The Hotel has a tracking system in place to manage its waste; this has made the Hotel a leading 
example to competitors and stakeholders. Such robust commitments have guaranteed a reputation for the 
Resort that is well recognised by visitors as well as partners. The Hotel has a strong commitment to legal 
and ethical compliance, and ensures strict adherence to local laws and stipulations. To boost its community 
engagement, the Hotel follows a policy of making in kind contributions rather than cash donations. The Hotel 
also provides strategic support to small and medium sized enterprises as part of its commitment to CSR. 

The Hotel takes significant efforts to offer best options for career and professional development and attract and 
retain the best talent in the market. According to the Hotel, such sustainable business initiatives form the core 
of its long term business strategy, and have earned it many accolades over the years. 

Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah  
Resort & Spa
Sultanate of Oman                      
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Gloria Hotel Dubai is a 41 storey hotel outfitted with a range of facilities, and meetings, incentives, conferences, 
and exhibitions (MICE) services – these help the Hotel to achieve its goal of positioning Gloria Hotels and Resorts 
as a leader in the UAE’s tourism sector.  Gloria Hotel defines sustainability as “carrying out its business in line with 
the company’s guiding principles of team work, recognition, integrity, people focus, innovation, and continuous 
growth”. The vision and mission combine sustainable principles and the hotel focusses on sustainable tourism 
as the pivot of its growth strategy. A Sustainable Management Plan ensures long term profitability and is geared 
towards creating value for employees, customers, partners, owners and the community at large. 

Since 2015, Gloria Hotel has been working hard to attain and renew the prestigious Green Globe certification, which 
drives the quest for continuous improvement. Environmental sustainability is at the heart of this accreditation 
and Gloria Hotel has taken a structured approach to analyse, define and mitigate its environmental impacts. It 
has given special emphasis to conservation of resources, reduction of pollution, and preservation of biodiversity 
and ecosystems. Various initiatives have been taken up to protect wildlife and biodiversity, which is a material 
issue in the context of the UAE. Gloria Hotel has also undertaken social programmes in collaboration with a 
number of leading local non-profits and charities such as the Dubai Foundation for Women and Children, Rashid 
Centre for Special Needs and Posh Paws (for animal welfare). It also works with the Emirates Environmental 
Group to promote waste management and recycling. 

Gloria Hotel has managed to score very highly in green initiatives, as a result gaining efficiencies and enhancing 
its operations. For example, it has managed to save AED 4.16 million on their electricity and water bills as a result 
of their green globe related initiatives. Other indicators of success include reduction of carbon footprint per 
room, and minimisation of food and other wastes. Carbon emission reductions in particular have been significant 
at 4,400 tonnes. Another milestone has been achieved in the area of energy savings - 8,580 megawatt hours 
(MWh) - and savings of 54,000 cubic metres (m3) of water, which is the equivalent of 22 Olympic-sized swimming 
pools. 123 tons of waste has been diverted away from landfills as a result of a successful waste segregation and 
recycling programme. 

Gloria Hotel Dubai
United Arab Emirates

HOSPITALITY SECTOR CATEGORY
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Al-Futtaim Carillion has a long history of working in UAE and Middle East to provide civil and electro-mechanical 
contracting for building and infrastructure projects as well as real estate property management. 

AFC believes that sustainability means making tomorrow a better place – for its employees, customers, suppliers, 
investors and the local communities. They have adopted and linked the UN Sustainable Development Goals to 
their sustainability strategy and have done a materiality review to understand their stakeholders’ expectations. 
With the recent developments such as the UK Modern Slavery Act, Carillion membership with UN Global 
Compact and the new UN SDG’s, they have updated their 2020 sustainability strategy. This strategy covers all the 
key areas – Better Business, Better Environment & Better Communities. These areas cover SDG’s related human 
rights, ethical sourcing, environment and climate change. 

Over the last year, AFC has made significant progress towards enabling low carbon economies in the UAE; 
this has been achieved by 87% reduction of diesel purchase from their 2011 baseline against the target of 
55% through the use of their Carbon Reduction Policy; protecting the environment – 27% reduction of waste 
generated from 2014 against the target of 15% through their waste management plans on every project and 
59% reduction in water use from 2012 baseline against the target of 28% through the use of water reduction 
plans; supporting sustainable communities – 28% of their staff volunteered during work time and 5% of their 
staff people were involved with hard to reach groups through their community needs plan. 

AFC have continued to use their Sustainability Leadership Plan to guide the organisation towards achieving 
excellence and continue to truly embed sustainability across all levels and functions. They have also demonstrated 
financial savings through increased profitability & reduction in cost through sustainability measures. They have 
also organised a successful annual Sustainability Week and Give & Gain Day, seeing all of their projects getting 
involved to contribute towards the achievement of their 2020 sustainability strategy. 

Al-Futtaim Carillion
United Arab Emirates

“For us, becoming a more sustainable business goes hand in hand with becoming a more successful business. We believe that 
sustainability means making tomorrow a better place – for our employees, our customers, our local communities, our suppliers and our 
investors. Sustainability is Better Business, Better Environment & Better Communities.”

Edmund Mahabir,
Managing Director
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TTi is a non-profit organisation, established in 2010 with the mission of spreading the culture of entrepreneurship 
and innovation among the youth and women in Jordan. The organisation accelerates business ideas by providing 
the community with knowledge, experience, communications and guidance that can help them improve their 
ability to think creatively and accelerate their business ideas. 

TTi’s strategy is directly aligned with the global Sustainable Development Goals as the organisations’ work directly 
aims to reduce poverty, offer decent work opportunities and drive economic growth by tackling unemployment 
and encouraging entrepreneurship. TTi’s work also indirectly affects goals of building sustainable cities, good 
health, and clean energy as they support entrepreneurs that are able to use their ideas to offer products and 
services that address these issues, for e.g. one of their entrepreneurs is working on a mobile application that 
provides health service accessibility to women from all cities in Jordan. 

When designing a new community support project TTi considers the surrounding context by studying the social, 
economic, demographic, and political aspects. In 2016, TTi studied the crisis in Syria to find that the cities of 
Irbid and Mafraq had the largest number of refugees and the sudden increment in residency there created 
huge pressure on infrastructure, resources and job opportunities. TTi, therefore, introduced a programme to 
empower aspiring entrepreneurs in the region. TTi was also aware of the cultural context of Jordan where the 
economic participation of women in the country is very low. As a result, they launched ‘SheInnovate’, a women 
entrepreneurship programme that aimed to help establish 10 new women owned businesses. 

Being a social enterprise, TTi’s business operations fall under the theme of corporate responsibility. Moreover, 
their entire business model makes their services extremely accessible and affordable as they offer a free-
of-cost package of business support services to entrepreneurs. They also sponsor the expenses of a number 
of entrepreneurs, for e.g. by paying the travel expenses of many up and coming entrepreneurs in Jordan to 
participate in events outside Jordan.  

TTi is unique as it is an enterprise that works towards achieving a significant impact on the lives of its 
beneficiaries. It has been recognised as a Jordanian success story by the Royal Court in Jordan that has described 
TTi as a change maker of a better future for youth in Jordan, especially by addressing the core issue of youth 
unemployment through innovative entrepreneurship. 

TTi 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE CATEGORY

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
CATEGORY

“Our vision at TTI is to fight unemployment by building tomorrow’s entrepreneurs; we believe that unemployment is the biggest threat to 
Jordan’s future, as a resources-poor country rich with high percentages of well-educated young generations. We help youth create their 
own career opportunities by viable startups that convert them to be part of the solution, where they open paths for themselves and their 
communities out of the darkness of unemployment and poverty.”

Belal Raslan,
Chairman
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Dubai Municipality (DM) is the government body overseeing the affairs of one of the most revolutionised 
and luxurious cities in the world. It originated as early as 1954 with a work-force of merely 7 employees. The 
body has come a long way from then; operating with 11,000 employees and contributing to Dubai’s growth 
and advancement. In pursuit of their vision to “Develop a happy and sustainable city” the municipality has 
placed sustainability at the heart of its mission, values and operations laid out in its 2021 Strategic Plan. In 
line with this plan, DM embarked on the launch of “An hour with a cleaner” in 2016. It is an educational and 
environmental project that offers an open volunteerism platform for public and private organisations as 
well as the community and recognising volunteers and cleaners in the city for their efforts. 

The project falls under the 2nd Strategic Pillar of “Constructive Engagements and Effective Communications’’ 
and has created value for the city of Dubai as well as the community by steering volunteerism to serve the 
sustainable development of the city. A number of collaborations were forged to undertake the project’s 
implementation including relevant public sector entities such as the Ministry of Education and the Ministry 
of Community Development and a number of NGO’s. Further social media platforms were used to engage 
private sector companies of all sizes, students and other individual volunteers. Not only did the project 
successfully achieve its objectives of enhancing the municipality’s social responsibility and contributing 
to the environmental goals outlined in its Strategic Plan, it also managed to contribute to the happiness 
of the city’s cleaners.  

This was evident in a survey conducted by DM to evaluate the positive impacts of the project on this 
important segment among other stakeholders. Addressing coastal, desert, urban and commercial areas 
the project has demonstrated DM’s strong commitment to its responsibility and has manifested its vision 
of making Dubai a happy city for all. 

Dubai Municipality
United Arab Emirates

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

(tie)

“As one of the organisational units of Dubai Municipality, we are involved in the management of waste by engaging the community in 
initiatives that promote community responsibility and thus achieve the environmental sustainability that stems from the Department’s 
vision of “Building a Happy and Sustainable City” and the Dubai Municipality Strategic Plan (2016-2021). We consider community 
responsibility to be one of the most important pillars of environmental sustainability and a means of advancing societies, the value of any 
individual in the community is measured by the extent to which he is responsible for himself and others and his environment. We have 
made social responsibility a partnership with all sectors to achieve sustainability, and to promote the role of the individual in preserving 
the city. “Volunteering with Hygiene” is one of our most important sustainable initiatives.”

Engineer Abdul Majid Saifaie,
Director of Waste Management
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PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

Established in 1994, McDonald’s UAE today has more than 154 restaurants and over 4000 employees to serve its 
customers. Emirates Fast Food Co., the owner and operator of McDonald’s restaurants in the UAE, is committed 
to the quality of the products it serves at each restaurant and also maintains an active social responsibility 
agenda. In July 2011, McDonald’s UAE launched its biodiesel initiative to reduce its carbon footprint. The 
company uses cooking oil for all fried foods in restaurants and routinely disposes of this used oil into suitable 
sealed and approved containers at all outlets in the UAE. Neutral Fuels, a company that McDonald’s UAE has 
partnered with for this project, treats the used oil to convert it into biodiesel, which is then dispensed into 
McDonald’s trucks. 

The initiative is part of Dubai’s green schemes and is a team effort that also incorporates Dubai FDI, the foreign 
investment promotion arm of the Department of Economic Development. This collaboration aims to convert all 
used vegetable cooking oil from all McDonald’s UAE restaurants every month into biodiesel used to run its fleet 
of trucks. 

The partnership between McDonald’s UAE and Neutral Fuels align with local priorities outlined in the UAE 
Vision 2021 for sustainable environment and infrastructure, especially the objectives to improve the quality 
of air and increase the contribution of clean energy.  As per the terms of agreement between the two parties, 
Neutral Fuels is obliged to adhere to McDonalds’ international policies on transparency, human rights, child 
labour, human trafficking and all other forms of ethical conduct. Every year, Neutral Fuels is audited by SGS (a 
multinational company that provides inspection, verification, testing and certification services) which inspects 
the factory to ensure they are adhering to the McDonald’s transparency and quality guidelines. 

As of April 2017, McDonald’s UAE reached a significant milestone in the biodiesel campaign, with its fleet of 
trucks having exceeded 7 million kms running on 100 per cent biodiesel from recycled vegetable oil from its 
outlets in the UAE. 

McDonald’s UAE
United Arab Emirates

“Leading by example is intrinsic to McDonald’s UAE’s DNA. We have been actively committed to making valuable contributions to 
our community and the environment through robust CSR initiatives since 1994. Our tent pole Biodiesel initiative has seen us pioneer 
alternative, sustainable fuel. Our support of local organisations such as Beit Al Khair are long term, meaningful partnerships. Our vision 
is forged by an unwavering pledge to not only ‘do good’ but to drive real impact that makes a difference to the world we live in.” 

Rafic Fakih, 
Managing Director and Partner 

1st
Runner UpWINNER

Emirates Transport is the UAE’s national transportation services provider and a true sentinel of sustainability. 
The corporation’s integrated and value-driven sustainability strategy and active role in the UAE’s sustainability 
journey has allowed it to claim its place at the forefront of sustainability pioneers. 

Within the context of its own CSR Charter outlining the principles and methodologies and adhering to national 
strategies such as the UAE 2021 vision, ET adopts a collaborative approach to better serve its beneficiaries. It has 
entered into strategic partnerships with government organisations such as the Ministry of Education and the 
Ministry of Social Affairs to address the service needs of people with disabilities and other segments of society. 

From this onset, ET has launched a unique and pioneering collaboration project with ADNOC Distribution and 
Car Gas for the establishment of a Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Center. The project directly addresses the 
sustainability priorities of the UAE 2021 Vision and will significantly reduce the nation’s carbon footprint. 

The collaboration spans all of the Emirates and targets government entities, private sector companies and 
institutions as well as individual vehicle owners with the aim of conversion of their entire fleets to a more 
environmentally friendly and cost effective energy source. Naturally, the community will derive immense 
benefits manifested in better air quality and reduced vehicle operation costs. The project provides direct benefits 
to 3,836 fleet operators and transport service providers and has already converted 1600 vehicles to CNG in the 
Emirate of Abu Dhabi alone. 

The project achieves the corporation’s clear strategic goals to operate at the highest levels of safety as well as 
improving financial performance. The collaboration’s unique nature as well as the application of high levels of 
governance and transparency, a participatory approach and clear KPI’s and objectives meant it was cut out for 
success from its onset. The scalability and sustainable nature of the project will ensure its continuity and long-
term environmental, social and economic benefits for the people of the UAE and for the planet at large.

Emirates Transport
United Arab Emirates

“UAE has established strategies and working programs to achieve comprehensive sustainable development while focusing on the 
environmental sustainability matter. As a government entity, we are committed to support the implementation of such strategies. 
We have worked in cooperation with our strategic partners in the petroleum corporations within the state, to launch the pioneering 
environmental investment project to convert vehicles to work/operate on natural gas. The importance and positive impact of this joint 
venture is on both the environmental and economic levels. CNG has become an ideal substitute fuel that offers many advantages, 
including being the cleanest, safest fuel to the institutions, establishments, individuals and the community. Thus we are tackling one of 
the biggest global enviromental challenges, by reducing carbon emissions that negatively affect our environment.”

Mohammed Abdullah Al Jarman,
General Manager 

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

(tie)
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“At GPIC we believe that education is key to changing an uncertain future into a prosperous one. This truth also applies to the way 
we educate and share knowledge when it comes to ensuring a sustainable environment for the future. The School Environmental 
Awareness Program, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education for the Kingdom of Bahrain, has indeed been a corner stone to 
environmental literacy for the past 16 years and has benefitted over 37,000 students. This innovative program creates a platform to 
share values and advances the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through partnerships and quality education.  Effectively inspiring 
our young leaders of the future and actively shaping their minds with insight and providing the opportunity for sustainable change in 
the world in which we live.”

Dr. Abdulrahman Jawahery,
President

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

Tristar’s project on Road Safety is a unique initiative that is closely tied to their core business interests and 
exploits their core skills and expertise. Therefore this collaboration project is a strong example of effective 
corporate social responsibility on the part of a business organisation. Being a United Nations Global Compact 
(UNGC) signatory, Tristar has always looked for opportunities to enhance its social responsibilities through a 
combination of responsible practices and impactful projects.  

With a keen desire to contribute to the advancement of road safety and support the government’s efforts in 
this area, Tristar, a liquid logistics company developed the Road Safety project, it first targeted its own drivers 
then expanded it by reaching out to others as well ie; the customers and the community. 

The mainstream media was roped in to communicate road safety messages among the public, and a 
dedicated team was tasked with managing the inputs and outcomes of the campaign and ensuring that the 
outreach was effective in communicating with internal and external stakeholders. The Road Safety campaign 
is monitored, managed and presented to stakeholders for their feedback and adjustments are duly made 
wherever deemed necessary. The results are disclosed through an annually published sustainability report 
that also doubles up as the UNGC’s mandatory Communication on Progress reporting. 

According to Tristar, one of the key challenges of the Road Safety campaign has been the scheduling of 
heavy duty drivers from private and public sector companies because releasing them without affecting 
daily operations required intense planning and coordination with the operations team and customers. This 
challenge was tackled by convincing the responsible managers and supervisors about the long term impact 
of the half day workshops on safety. Tristar’s Road Safety campaign has received widespread recognition from 
various quarters.

Tristar
United Arab Emirates

2nd

Runner Up
(tie)

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company (GPIC) is not just an industry leader but a well-known sustainability 
champion in the region that has proven expertise in the areas of responsible business. GPIC has rolled out 
a number of activities to execute its CSR strategy, one of which is the targeted programme to increase 
environment related awareness and pro-action among the youth. This programme was instituted sixteen years 
ago in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and Bahraini schools, and has been running successfully as 
a value added exercise for both the company and the beneficiaries of the programme. 

To date, 37,000 students have benefitted from 485 school visits conducted by 300 GPIC employees to present 
lectures on an annual basis. The content of the presentation has been designed to effectively reach out to 
the young and communicate the relevance and importance of environmental protection. The programme is 
strongly linked to Sustainable Development Goals, notably SDG#4 and SDG#17.  

The environmental literacy programme has been highly effectual in building capacity of students towards 
environmental action and instilling in them a life-long empathy for the environment. The programme has proved 
to be a valuable platform to promote corporate volunteering and at the same time enhancing the presentation 
skills of GPIC’s graduate engineers. 

The focus of the programme is on regional environmental priorities such as the ecological dimension of 
industrial production, industrial best practices safeguarding the environment, the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and so on. The programme enjoys the mandate of the top management, and the responsibility 
for the programme is entrusted to dedicated committees. The programme’s targets are regularly tracked and 
shared with the executive management. Additionally, feedback is regularly sought from the beneficiary schools 
in order to improve the programme. That it has been running for sixteen years testifies to the fact that the 
company has managed to achieve its objective of creating shared value through it and propel the younger 
generations towards environment protection. 

Gulf Petrochemical 
Industries Company (GPIC)
Kingdom of Bahrain

“I believe that it is private sector companies like us that can do a lot for the community and the environment. If all private sector 
companies became responsible businesses, we could make a real difference. Tristar fosters a culture of giving back and personally I 
like to do things for people, so I incorporate that into the business.” 

Eugene Mayne,
Group Chief Executive Officer 

2nd

Runner Up
(tie)
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Conclusion Special thanks to all the participants of the 
Arabia CSR Awards 2017

This cycle marks 10 years of the Arabia CSR Awards, and during this year we have observed a sea-change 
in how sustainability is being practiced in the Middle East. The region has witnessed socio-economic and 
environmental changes of all sorts in the past decade, and it would be only fair to commend how a great 
number of individuals, organisations and governments have been able to address local challenges and 
demonstrate ingenuity that is truly ‘Arab’ in nature. 

The evolution of corporate responsibility in the region has aided in the development of the Arabia 
CSR Awards. Every year, we have adapted to growing needs and improved the application experience 
for participating organisations. This year’s cycle has seen the addition of two sector-specific categories, 
essentially due to the scope and size of their impact – the Construction and Hospitality sector. 

The Construction sector has a significant impact in areas such as labour wellbeing, health and safety, as 
well as resource consumption and their management of the built environment. Within the Hospitality 
sector, we sought applications from hotels and tourism services as they have a very strong presence in 
most countries in the Middle East. These categories, along with the existing ones, received over a hundred 
applications this year, which represented 31 sectors from 10 countries in the MENA region. 

This year, while we can see a number of winners from the previous cycles, it is worth mentioning that more 
than half of the top-scorers are organisations that have previously not won the Arabia CSR Awards. This 
cycle has seen increased competition across categories especially among the medium-sized organisations 
and the financial services sector. The partnerships & collaboration category, continue to register healthy 
growth. 

A general overview of the applications shows that concern for managing environmental impact and 
community contribution continue to be strong areas for corporate sustainability in the MENA region. 
Almost all winners have environmental management systems with relevant certifications to ensure first-
rate HSE (health, safety and environment) standards. Further, each of the winners have strong community 
projects that are close to their brand reputation. Excelling in these areas has become a minimum 
requirement for responsible organisations to have in place. 

This year’s cycle has also seen some excellent practices in the areas of alignment with the Sustainabile 
Development Goals (SDG), stakeholder engagement and communication. A number of applicants have 
proactively aligned their sustainability strategies with the SDGs, which is praiseworthy as the Goals were 
only announced in late 2015. The winning companies have demonstrated their long-term commitment to 
SDGs in various ways - by adapting business priorities, enhancing their procurement practices, involving 
employees to adopt the SDGs across various departments, innovating to reduce environmental impact 
and engaging the community via creative projects and initiatives. 

This year’s cycle and its winners will definitely be a valuable model for many companies that wish to raise 
the standard and effectiveness of their sustainability strategies. On our part, we will continue to keep the 
Arabia CSR Awards a meaningful and demanding platform so that organisations are pushed to improve 
the way they do business for a sustainable and profitable tomorrow. 
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